capturing
the perfect
image

e~shots
Monthly email campaigns are a great way to keep
in touch with current clients as well as talking to
new ones! Our mobile friendly, pictorial
e-shots are created in code ensuring

With intelligent design we can
create aspirations, inspire action
and encourage loyalty. An image
has similar potential and used
creatively as an integral part of the
design process it can be a very
effective tool. Our elegant, beautiful
photography uses both natural
light & “state of the art” Elinchrom
Ranger Quadra RX LED flash
technolagy to capture that perfect
shot.

a 100% delivery rate!

stunning websites
our digital designers create effective websites across
established & emerging platforms. media that not only
support and strengthen brand values but ensure a
memorable journey, encourage return visits & promotes a
“CALL TO ACTION!”.

mobile friendly
our approach to web design is aimed at allowing desktop
webpages to be viewed in response to the size of the

“For over two centuries and for
many of the Worlds best, capturing
that perfect picture has been & still
is my passion. Im a firm believer that
we buy with our eyes, what ever the
product.”
Tom Amer
Propriator ~ GIBWEB

screen or web browser one is viewing with.

google compliant
Search Engine Optimisation (SEO) is an effective marketing
tool designed to display your website on search engines
like Google when key words and phrases are used relating
to your business.SEO, organic & paid for is an incredibly
powerful tool and many businesses rely on this as one of

reports

their main forms of driving traffic to websites, developing

Once sent our on line system Websir.create-send can track, review &

into increased sales. Google compliant our team at GBWeb

produce a comprehensive report.

are your perfect SEO partners.

All available remotely.

M O B I L E : +44 (0) 78 10652 741
S T U D I O : 2 00 65560

WWW.GIBWEB.GI

Creating
identity
through
design
Since launching in
Gibraltar we have been
privileged to meet through
recommendation then form
a close working relationship
delivering clear, strategic
solutions.

We believe the most
important part of selling,

welcome
to a creative design, photo
& development studio that
is based on integrity, a love
of design, mobile & Google
compliancy and a commitment
to quality.

is first selling yourself.
we bring together a wealth of

Then deliver excatly:

experience and acquired skills

“whats required!”

to form a hard working and
approachable team.

Born through demand we have
spent two centaries creating

our strengths lie in the ability to

the perfect image for some

fully immerse ourselves in our

of the UK’s best chefs, High

clients business, expertise and

Street names & Blue Chip

ethos.

companies.

Our aim is to provide a

We strive to ensure that the

consistent, effective service

personality and distinctive

through intelligent design then

characteristics of our clients’,

deployment. Our strengths

products, services and people

lie in identity, design for print,

are conveyed throughout our

photo, video and new digital

work. Fundamental to creating

media linked with the ability to

successful design solutions is

fully immerse ourselves in our

our ability to listen and then

clients’ expertise and ethos.

to question. Establishing who
you are, where you stand and
where you want to be, is central
to both design direction and its
results.

